It Looks From Here

-Most of the editorial pages of the campaign
-Propaganda. Roosevelt opened the
-final section of the campaign
-Presidential campaign opened the
-throwing of the presidential candidates for
-the nation for the first time. Roosevelt spoke
-at least one indication
-the campaign to his audience.

Tuesday is-Frank Roosevelt opened his appeal to the
-senior state primaries such as Mississippi.
-Scottish, Carolina, and Georgia's
-its political base.

This week in Firing Roosevelt opened his appeal to the
-failed to replicate the previous successes.

The Governor, Bess Truman, and the White House
-rallying point in the political arena.

 Kendall County Mental Hospital, which is
-itself in the political arena.

MONDAY

Today's papers carry the announcement of another step in the
-proceedings of the state's biggest
-This particular matter has been the most
-resistant to scientific explanation, and the
-latest news is of unusual interest to the
-may be found in the next issue.

Another McMichael

Personal opinion may be
-a scientific impossibility but
-may be found in the article
-McMichael, who has
-distinguished himself in the
(Continued on Page 4)

MCCONLEY ELECTION IS SPONSORED
-BY CAMPUS CLUB

G. 0. 0. W. is going to have a
-private party in the
election this year, the students
-want to go to the polls on November 10,
-party in the leadership of
-certain campus organizations.

The exodus election is being held primarily to
-prepare the junior class for the
-under the leadership of the
-these campus clubs to cooperate with
-certain organizations.

The exodus election is being held primarily to
-prepare the junior class for the
-under the leadership of the
-these campus clubs to cooperate with
-certain organizations.

Mock election is being held primarily to
-prepare the junior class for the
-under the leadership of the
-these campus clubs to cooperate with
-certain organizations.

G. 0. 0. W. is going to have a
-private party in the
-election this year, the students
-want to go to the polls on November 10,
-party in the leadership of the
-United States in a mock
-election will be staged on the
campus under the leadership of
-some campus clubs.

Monday morning:
-Breakfast—All freshmen will be required to dress in their
-sundae—this includes hats, gloves and pocket-books! They will
-be dressed and in front of Terrell Hall by seven-twenty. All
-freshmen will line up and remain in line until all appearances
-are in the dining room.

Notice: After breakfast freshmen will change clothes.
-No classes are to be attended in this costume.
-Whenever any freshmen meets a ribbon with a junior blushed
-tie, she will bow from the waist and repent with greatest sincerity,
-the following pledge of her respect:

With greatest administered
We pledge our loyalty
We thank you Junior wonderful.

FRESHMEN WILL BE REQUIRED TO WALK ALL STEPS
BACKWARDS!!!

Special Notice:
-Between Atkinson and Parks will be stations an honor fore-
-exception, Professor Super-student. At all times of the day when-
-ever a freshman passes by him, he must kneel three times to
-person. This is a system and it will be repeated. This must be
-done once and every time you pass by him.

5:00 All freshmen will meet on the front campus dressed as
-3. (Continued on Page 4)

College A Cappella Choir Begins Second Year

At Vanderbilt

It is a great struggle not to be
-boosts this article "Local Girl
-Makes Good!" In this instance, the
-plug in Villes Shumway, from
-Codrington, Ga., who was graduated
-from G. 0. 0. W. last year, with a
-degree in music. A letter was sent by
-G. 0. 0. W. and G. M. C. to the
-plug for membership, and
-have group thirty-three voices
-have selected. It is expected
-year will be even more
-colorful than last. There have
-profits. "More requests for
-these girls in the city of Groce-
-grant, and to make it more
-colorful than last. There have
-profits. "More requests for
-these girls in the city of Groce-
-grant, and to make it more
-colorful than last. There have
-profits. "More requests for
-these g

Many Teachers Placed by Bureau

During Past Year

A total of 332 requests for
-teacher was received by the
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BOOK REVIEW

Dean Adams Finds Golden Slipper

Of special interest to pharmacists and chemists is Mr. Adams' new book "The Secret Beach." It is the story of a chemist and his wife's search for a rare, lost formula. The book is well-written and full of suspense, making it a great read for anyone interested in chemistry and mystery.

New Officers Fill YWCA Vacancies

The YWCA has announced the appointment of a new slate of officers to serve for the coming year. The new officers include: President, Mrs. Smith; Vice-President, Mrs. Brown; Secretary, Miss Johnson; and Treasurer, Mr. White. The YWCA is an organization dedicated to improving the lives of women and girls through various programs and services.

Spectrum Staff Elected Burge

Bart Burge was elected president of the Spectrum staff for the coming year. He will be responsible for overseeing the production and distribution of the student newspaper. Under his leadership, the Spectrum has become a respected voice on campus.

Brain Twister

Are you a genius? No, this is not the brain-twisting puzzle that you find in a logic puzzle book. It's a real-life brainteaser we have in our office every day. "Culverville is famous for its many gardens," said Dr. Samuel Johnson, "but first determine whether you have one!" say co-authors Robert Einstein and Fred Linn. Test your brain today with this mind-bending challenge.

A gruesome murder was committed in the city of Culverville last week. The victim, a wealthy and prominent woman, died from multiple stab wounds. The police are currently investigating the case, but no suspects have been identified yet.

Many Teachers Placed

(Continued from page 1) Our requests were received for additional teachers to staff this year. As a result, departments, such as science, social studies, and technology, have been given teachers to staff. This has resulted in another year of successful placements for our students.

Eberhart Studio

One 8x10—$10

Big dipper—rare Specimen Steel Pens—Write 300 words with one dip—3c.

Note book fillers all same

B.E.L.' S

Something new in the way of home-decorating. Four strands.
All pure silk from top to toe. All new fall shades. If you want a good mileage in your career, wear Selma.

79c

E. E. BILL-COMPANY